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Abstract

The same real-life questions posed to differ-
ent individuals may lead to different answers
based on their unique situations. For instance,
whether a student is eligible for a scholarship
depends on eligibility conditions, such as major
or degree required. ConditionalQA was pro-
posed to evaluate models’ capability of reading
a document and answering eligibility questions,
considering unmentioned conditions. However,
it is limited to questions on single documents,
neglecting harder cases that may require cross-
document reasoning and optimization, for ex-
ample, “What is the maximum number of schol-
arships attainable?” Such questions over multi-
ple documents are not only more challenging
due to more context having to understand, but
also because the model has to (1) explore all
possible combinations of unmentioned condi-
tions and (2) understand the relationship be-
tween conditions across documents, to reason
about the optimal outcome. To evaluate mod-
els’ capability of answering such questions, we
propose a new dataset MDCR, which can re-
flect real-world challenges and serve as a new
test bed for complex conditional reasoning that
requires optimization. We evaluate this dataset
using the most recent LLMs and demonstrate
their limitations in solving this task. We believe
this dataset will facilitate future research in an-
swering optimization questions with unknown
conditions. 1

1 Introduction

Answers to many real-life questions depend on ge-
ographical or temporal situations (Min et al., 2020;
Zhang and Choi, 2021; Stelmakh et al., 2023) or the
facts about the person who asked the question (Sun
et al., 2022). Consider a high school senior student
reading a scholarship document that describes its
eligibility conditions. The answer to whether the
student is eligible for the program depends on, for

1Datasets and code will be released upon acceptance.

Figure 1: An example of documents and relationships.

instance, whether the student is “planning to pursue
a degree in a US post-secondary education”. The
answer is yes if this condition is satisfied and no
otherwise. This condition, despite being unmen-
tioned in the question, is necessary for the “yes”
answer to hold.

Scholarships, internships, and government ben-
efits, among others, are popular domains where
(eligibility) conditions frequently appear in doc-
uments and eligibility questions naturally occur.
ConditionalQA (Sun et al., 2022) was proposed
to examine the performance of models for such
questions on single benefit documents in the public
policy domain. Yet, besides binary yes/no ques-
tions on single documents, users are also interested
in asking maximization questions over multiple
benefits that require optimization. For instance,
students can ask questions about application strate-
gies to maximize the number of scholarships at-
tainable to cover tuition. Low-income families can
ask about qualifications to maximize their social
benefits (e.g., tax credit, housing allowances) to im-
prove living standards. Existing datasets that target
questions on single documents neglect these com-
mon questions over multiple documents (Kulkarni
et al., 2020; Boni et al., 2021; Bolotova-Baranova
et al., 2023). These questions that need to consider
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unmentioned conditions over multiple documents
jointly pose several new challenges.

First, it requires a fine-grained multi-document
understanding. In particular, models not only
need to understand the conditions in each docu-
ment, but also the relationships between conditions
across documents, which are critical to answering
the multi-document questions correctly. Figure
1 shows three common relationships: conflicting,
equivalent, and inclusive.

• Conflicting: the Croucher Studentship re-
quire applicants to “have either gained first-
class honors ... or hold ... a higher degree
...”, which are qualifications attained in post-
secondary education. These conditions con-
flict with the condition “expecting to receive
high school diploma” (a qualification attained
in secondary education) as required in the the
Coca-Cola Scholarship . Therefore, a user can-
not be eligible for both scholarships. Models
can only make such conclusions if they can
compare conditions across documents.

• Equivalent: the Coca-Cola Scholarship’s con-
dition “expecting to receive a high school
diploma ...” is equivalent to the condition “be
a graduating high school senior” as stated in
the Microsoft Scholarship. Satisfying either
naturally translates to satisfying both.

• Inclusive: The condition “Planning to pursue
a degree at an accredited U.S. post-secondary
institution” in the Coca-Cola Scholarship is
inclusive of the condition “Plan to enroll in
full-time in a [STEM] related undergraduate
study at a ... college ... in the United States
...” in the Microsoft Scholarship because both
require applicants to enroll in post-secondary
education, but the latter is more restrictive in
terms of major and degree. Therefore, satis-
fying the latter means the former is satisfied;
if the former is unsatisfied, the latter is also
unsatisfied.

Secondly, answering questions over multiple
documents may require more complex reasoning
capabilities for optimization. Specifically, models
may need to reason about a plan with additional,
unmentioned conditions to achieve the best feasible
outcome, based on their understanding of condition
relationships and satisfiability. Consider the user in
Figure 2 whose objective is to maximize the num-
ber of scholarships attainable. The model could

Figure 2: An example of inputs, outputs and reasoning
with unmentioned conditions for optimization.

decide to use plan 1, which only leads to a sub-
optimal solution, or it needs to look holistically at
all three benefits, go through all possible combina-
tions of the three scholarships (one trio, three pairs,
and three singles), and leverage condition relation-
ships to decide the group of conditions (plan 2)
that results in the optimal outcome (here, the Coca-
Cola Scholarship and the Microsoft Scholarship).
For instance, the model needs to understand the
conflicting relationships between the Croucher Stu-
dentship and both the Coca-Cola Scholarship and
the Microsoft Scholarship to conclude that no con-
dition group can lead to an outcome of all benefits.
Reasoning with unmentioned conditions to identify
optimized groups of conditions is not required for
conditional reasoning over single documents.

Lastly, the multi-document setting magnifies the
challenges in the single-document setting. In par-
ticular, it introduces more information to the con-
text that could be relevant or irrelevant, which
could potentially mislead models or lead to under-
utilization, as shown in recent studies (Liu et al.,
2024), thereby making scenario and document un-
derstanding and reasoning more difficult.

To reflect the real-life challenges above, we pro-
pose a new dataset called MDCR (Multi-Document
Conditional Reasoning). We collected documents
from two domains (scholarships and jobs) and con-
structed questions that assess models’ abilities to
reason about different numbers of documents. We
benchmarked on MDCR, show its challenges to re-
cent LLMs, and present insights for improvement.
Most LLMs (including GPT-4o and Llama3-70B)
consistently achieve around 69% short answer ac-
curacy and only around 40% conditional answer F1
(around 50% F1 for the relaxed version), demon-

https://croucher.org.hk/en/funding/study_awards/hk-studentships
https://www.coca-colascholarsfoundation.org/apply/
https://www.coca-colascholarsfoundation.org/apply/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/diversity/programs/women-at-microsoft-scholarship


strating the difficulty of this task.

2 Task Description

In this section, we elaborate on the task of multi-
document conditional reasoning, describe its inputs
and outputs as well as how we evaluate the outputs.

2.1 Inputs
The task’s input consists of a set of documents, a
user scenario, and a user question.

Documents. Documents in MDCR describe the
conditions necessary to achieve an outcome, for
example, a scholarship or a job. Typically, the
outcome of an application is the eligibility for the
scholarship or the job. The eligibility conditions
can be a set of statements whose factuality can
be evaluated based on a user’s scenario, for exam-
ple, “be a graduating high school senior”. Each
document can have AND/OR relationships among
conditions. For example, the two conditions in the
Croucher Studentship belong to OR relationship,
and the two conditions in the Coca-Cola Schol-
arship belong to AND relationship. As described
in Section 1, conditions from different documents
can be related. Among these documents, conflict-
ing, equivalent, and inclusive relationships are the
most common and are sufficient to solve our tasks.
Therefore, only these relationships are considered.

User Scenario. A user scenario describes a user’s
background information and is self-consistent (i.e.,
does not include contradictory descriptions or other
logical inconsistency). It consists of statements
about the user’s attributes regarding the application,
which can include information directly relevant to
the eligibility conditions or irrelevant.

User Questions. We consider three types of ques-
tions for MDCR to simulate what typical users
would ask across multiple documents. These ques-
tions also emphasize different problem-solving
skills.
Q1: Can I receive at least one of the outcome(s)?
Q2: Can I receive all the outcome(s)?
Q3: What is the maximum number of outcome(s) I
can receive?

Among these questions, Q1 assesses models’
independent reasoning capability over multiple
documents (similar to single-document questions
in ConditionalQA). Q2 and Q3 evaluate models’
joint reasoning capability over multiple documents,
which are not covered in ConditionalQA. Q3 is

more challenging than Q2, because Q2 only needs
to explore the unmentioned conditions to check if it
can meet a fixed outcome, while Q3 further needs
to find the optimal outcome by exploring different
groups of unmentioned conditions.

2.2 Outputs

Following ConditionalQA, the output of MDCR
consists of two parts: a short answer and a con-
ditional answer, which is a list of unmentioned
conditions that need to be true for the short answer
to hold.

Short answer. The short answer for Q1 and Q2 is
yes/no. The short answer for Q3 is an integer value
between 0 and the total number of input documents.

Conditional answer. The unmentioned condi-
tions are those not mentioned in the user scenario
but need to be satisfied for the short answer to be
valid, and there might be multiple groups of condi-
tions that can support the short answer. In this case,
although users only need to satisfy one condition
group to obtain the outcome described in short an-
swers, it is unclear which condition group(s) users
can additionally satisfy. Therefore, outputs should
be comprehensive to offer users as many options
as possible, which means that in our task, models
should output all possible condition groups. Con-
sider the Croucher Studentship in our running ex-
ample (Figure 1). It includes two conditions, i.e.,
c1, c2, with OR relationship, and a user can po-
tentially be eligible for it. If these conditions are
not mentioned in the user scenario, the conditional
answer should include them separately and output
[[c1], [c2]].

2.3 Evaluation metrics

We denote the outputs consisting of two parts as fol-
lows: a to represent the short answer and C to rep-
resent the corresponding conditional answer. Then,
the output for MDCR is (a,C). In particular, C =
{C1, C2, ..., Cn} = {(c11, ..., c

l1
1 ), ..., (c

1
n, ..., c

ln
n )}

where Ci is one possible condition group and each
constituent condition cji (the j-th condition in the
i-th condition group) need to be True for at least
one group for a to hold. The outputs should in-
clude all possible condition groups. We developed
metrics for each part separately: the accuracy for
the short answer and the retrieval performance for
the conditional answer.



Accuracy of short answers. The accuracy is de-
fined as the exact match score of the predicted short
answer and the gold short answer.

Performance of conditional answers. For each
short answer, we labeled the required condition
groups as the gold conditional answer. Therefore,
we can compute precision, recall, and F1 of gold
conditions to evaluate the conditional answers. We
considered two different evaluation setups. Under
a strict setup, an order-insensitive exact match of
all required condition groups is considered correct.
In this case, each condition group is treated as one
unit for comparison. Consider the optimal condi-
tional answer shown in Figure 2 [[c5, c6]]. Under
the strict setup, a prediction of [[c6, c5]] has a F1 of
1 but [[c5, c6, c7]] has a F1 of 0. We also considered
a relaxed setup, using a metric that allows partial
matches to the gold conditional answer (e.g., [c5,
c6, c7] partially matches [c5, c6] and relaxed F1 is
0.8). The core idea is to compute a 1-1 mapping
between the condition groups of the prediction and
gold outputs that maximize the sum of F1 of con-
dition groups in the mapping, which is detected by
an off-the-shelf solver 2. We then computed the
average precision, recall, and F1 for each predic-
tion and gold condition group to obtain the overall
precision, recall, and F1.

3 Data collection

In this section, we provide an overview of the data
collection process. More details are provided in
Appendix A.

3.1 Corpus

We collected HTML documents from two domains:
scholarships and jobs. Documents from these do-
mains typically include eligibility conditions, and
conditions from different documents are likely to
have overlapping attributes (e.g., GPA, degree, ma-
jors, years of experience). As discussed in Section
2.1, relationships of these conditions can be catego-
rized into conflicting, equivalent, or inclusive. Sim-
ilar to ConditionalQA, we retained most HTML
tags and page content except common sections and
irrelevant information (e.g., navigation bar).

3.2 Human annotations

As mentioned in Section 2.1, inputs consist of three
components: documents, user scenarios, and user

2We used scipy.optimize.linear_sum_assignment.

questions. In this section, we discuss the anno-
tations collected for documents. Appendix A.4
shows the web interfaces annotators used. For each
document, there are three annotation tasks:
Task 1: extracting conditions from documents. Out-
puts are the HTML sentences that describe eligibil-
ity conditions (e.g., c1, c2 in Figure 1).
Task 2: identifying AND/OR relationships of con-
ditions within documents. Outputs are boolean
expressions over documents’ conditions (e.g., c1
OR c2).
Task 3: labeling condition relationships across doc-
uments as conflicting, equivalent, or inclusive (e.g.,
c1 conflicts with c3).

3.3 Scenario Generation
Using annotations discussed above, user scenarios
were constructed based on a randomly sampled
group of documents (2-5 in our datasets) to mimic
users’ background information. Scenarios were
designed to include both information directly rele-
vant to the conditions mentioned in the document
group (and thus implies the satisfiability of these
conditions) and irrelevant information.

We started with sampling conditions. One to five
conditions were sampled from each document in
the group as relevant information. From the other
documents in the corpus, one to ten conditions
were sampled as irrelevant information. Then, we
assigned True/False values to each sampled condi-
tion to indicate their satisfiability in the user sce-
nario. We leveraged condition relationships during
the sampling and value assignment process (e.g.,
avoid sampling conflicting conditions and avoid
assigning reverse values to equivalent conditions)
to ensure logical consistencies. Lastly, we used
an LLM (GPT-4 in our case) to generate scenarios
based on the sampled conditions and their value
assignment. Annotators further verified the consis-
tency of these scenarios. To ensure a diversity of
scenarios, we generated 5 scenarios for each group
of documents. We further avoided generating too
many simple scenarios whose solving processes do
not require reasoning with condition relationships
and unmentioned conditions, as these are the key
characteristics of our datasets. Details are provided
in Appendix A.2.

3.4 Gold answer generation
We discuss how to use annotations collected in Sec-
tion 3.2 to determine gold answers automatically.
The high-level idea is to represent the problem as a



boolean satisfiability problem, which can then be
solved with off-the-shelf symbolic solvers 3.

Given the documents and user scenarios in the
inputs, a joint boolean expression was constructed
by merging each document’s boolean expression.
The values of conditions in the joint expression
were assigned based on their corresponding val-
ues (True/False) in user scenarios, while consid-
ering the value constraints implied by condition
relationships. The joint boolean expression was
then solved symbolically to obtain (1) the feasibil-
ity of obtaining all benefits (2) all groups of un-
mentioned conditions to support the feasibility. We
leveraged condition relationships to post-process
these outputs to ensure logical consistency and per-
form simplification. Solutions to the three question
types were obtained by running this process.

3.5 Statistics

We collected 20 documents from each domain, thus
40 documents in total. From all possible groups
of 2-5 documents, we sampled 55, 68, 31, and 10
groups of 2, 3, 4, and 5 documents, respectively,
to construct scenarios. The scenario generation
process resulted in 518 and 620 scenarios for the
scholarships and internships domains, respectively,
a total of 1138 scenarios. There are three ques-
tion types per scenario, and thus 3414 questions.
Of these, 961 questions (28.1%) require an under-
standing of condition relationships to arrive at the
correct answer. In other words, answers are dif-
ferent if condition relationships are not considered.
2250 questions (66.0%) include non-empty con-
ditional answers in their outputs. Each task was
performed by several annotators. Due to little am-
biguity, all labels obtained a majority agreement
(with Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss, 1971) above 0.7).

4 Benchmark

In this section, we evaluate recent LLMs on our
dataset and elaborate on their performance under
different settings.

4.1 Experimental setup

We used LLMs of various sizes, including GPT-4o
(Achiam et al., 2023), Llama-3-Instruct (70B and
8B) (Touvron et al., 2023), and Gemma-7B-Instruct
(Team et al., 2024). For prompting strategies, we
adopted 0-shot prompting, 1-shot4, and CoT with

3We used https://github.com/cjdrake/pyeda.
4We did not provide more examples due to input size limit.

1-shot example (Wei et al., 2022) (we did not pro-
vide human-crafted reasoning steps for the 1-shot
example because there are multiple valid ways to
reason and we avoid restricting models to any par-
ticular approach). The temperature was set to 0
to minimize randomness. We did not do any post-
processing for positive short answers. However,
if the short answer is “no” or 0, subsequent gen-
erated conditional answers were ignored to avoid
potential inconsistency in the generated outputs 5.

Methods. The baseline method refers to the stan-
dard end-to-end setup where prompts that include
task instruction, inputs, and information from
prompting strategies are given to LLMs to generate
outputs. In section 4.3, we added various hints to
the baseline prompts. Prompts of all methods are
provided in Appendix D.

Single-document datasets. To demonstrate the
challenges introduced by the multi-document set-
ting, we constructed a single-document setting
based on our dataset for comparison. Specifically,
we used the same collection of documents and user
questions, including Q1, Q2, and Q3. Rather than
including all the documents associated with a pair
of user scenarios and questions in inputs, we used
only one document in the single-document setting.
We then updated scenarios by only including the
relevant conditions from the selected single docu-
ment and the same set of irrelevant conditions sam-
pled for the multi-document setting. Since we can
construct multiple single-document data instances
for each instance in our multi-document dataset,
we did a down-sampling for a fair comparison.

4.2 Baseline performance

We first provide an overview of baseline perfor-
mance on our dataset, using metrics defined in Sec-
tion 2.3. Then, we investigate the performance
under different question types varying the num-
ber of input documents to introduce the challenges
for LLMs, such as long-context understanding and
conditional reasoning with optimization.

In general, current LLMs struggle with condi-
tional reasoning over multiple documents. For
baseline performance (column 1 in Table 1), al-
though the short answer accuracy of the best-
performing model (GPT-4o) is around 75 %, it

5We observed cases where LLMs did not follow the in-
struction and generated conditional answers for a short answer
“no” or 0.



Baseline a⃝ With document conditions b⃝ With condition satisfiability c⃝ With condition relationships With a⃝ + b⃝ + c⃝

Answer Conditional answer F1 Answer Conditional answer F1 Answer Conditional answer F1 Answer Conditional answer F1 Answer Conditional answer F1

Accuracy Exact Relaxed Accuracy Exact Relaxed Accuracy Exact Relaxed Accuracy Exact Relaxed Accuracy Exact Relaxed

0-shot

GPT-4o 76.4 46.8 60.8 76.4 56.1 66.2 79.5 52.5 66.3 81.2 48.5 62.8 86.3 57.2 69.4
Llama-3-70B-Instruct 59.2 19.5 40.0 66.6 27.7 47.2 60.7 25.9 43.4 57.0 16.6 33.5 73.0 38.8 55.7
Llama-3-8B-Instruct 23.4 3.01 11.3 51.4 13.4 21.0 23.8 4.82 11.8 23.7 3.29 13.8 61.6 35.7 43.4
Gemma-7B-Instruct 52.5 14.6 25.4 62.2 17.5 27.7 58.1 14.1 18.5 54.2 14.2 27.2 46.4 8.39 19.3

1-shot

GPT-4o 68.7 40.4 54.2 68.3 46.2 58.3 72.6 47.4 60.9 75.2 39.1 53.0 82.1 53.0 66.7
Llama-3-70B-Instruct 68.2 33.0 48.9 71.0 36.8 54.9 70.4 38.9 53.3 72.4 31.8 45.6 72.9 41.9 57.9
Llama-3-8B-Instruct 58.7 27.1 41.6 64.4 27.1 43.5 60.7 29.6 42.6 63.8 28.4 42.6 63.2 31.6 45.7
Gemma-7B-Instruct 58.9 23.6 34.6 59.9 27.5 39.6 62.8 21.9 27.8 67.6 25.7 38.3 74.5 25.3 38.6

1-shot w/ COT

GPT-4o 67.8 46.8 59.4 70.9 52.4 64.7 76.4 53.0 67.3 75.8 47.3 59.9 87.9 63.2 78.0
Llama-3-70B-Instruct 63.6 30.9 45.7 65.6 37.5 52.5 63.3 32.7 45.6 64.8 27.4 41.0 71.7 40.7 57.1
Llama-3-8B-Instruct 61.3 29.3 41.0 64.6 28.6 39.4 63.8 30.2 37.4 63.4 30.2 40.5 67.0 31.0 40.7
Gemma-7B-Instruct 59.0 18.6 29.4 55.9 18.9 33.2 61.8 17.8 25.7 63.9 20.1 32.4 68.7 26.0 37.6

Table 1: Baseline performance on short and conditional answers is poor, but performance increases as more hints
are provided in prompts to models (e.g., GPT-4o has short answer accuracy of 86.3% with a⃝+ b⃝+ c⃝, higher than
79.5% with b⃝, and 76.4% with baseline). However, performance is still imperfect when all hints are given.

Q1 (at least one) Q2 (all) Q3 (max number) Overall (Q1, Q2, Q3)

Answer Cond. Answer Cond. Answer Cond. Answer Cond.

Accuracy Exact F1 Accuracy Exact F1 Accuracy Exact F1 Accuracy Exact F1

Multiple documents

GPT-4o 66.1 24.0 82.1 76.9 56.2 17.9 68.7 40.4
Llama-3-70B-It 75.9 14.0 81.0 76.4 43.3 5.82 68.2 33.0
Llama-3-8B-It 62.6 9.0 80.3 79.0 37.6 4.04 58.7 27.1
Gemma-7B-It 59.3 12.5 78.2 76.5 47.2 3.6 58.9 23.6

Single document

GPT-4o 81.0 57.8 81.2 60.1 88.5 68.5 83.5 62.0
Llama-3-70B-It 83.4 40.9 80.5 39.6 85.4 40.5 83.1 40.4
Llama-3-8B-It 50.4 25.8 50.8 26.2 63.1 24.2 54.8 25.4
Gemma-7B-It 72.8 27.5 53.6 25.8 78.8 25.1 68.4 26.1

Table 2: 1-shot baseline performance under different
question types and number of documents. Questions
(e.g., Q3) requiring more complex reasoning are gen-
erally more challenging. Longer contexts lead to addi-
tional complexity that contributes to lower performance.

did not exceed 69% for the majority of the models.
Furthermore, the relaxed conditional answer F1 is
only around 50%, and the exact F1 is even lower
(around 40%). These numbers show that the over-
all baseline performance on this task is low across
all models and prompting strategies, suggesting the
challenging nature of MDCR. The short answer ac-
curacy is significantly higher than the conditional
answer F1, suggesting that reasoning about con-
ditional answers is much more difficult than rea-
soning about short answers. The low relaxed F1
also demonstrates that while models can generate
some partially correct groups of conditions, they
still perform poorly to identify the complete groups.
This is potentially because LLMs may be better at
identifying signals to make quick decisions (for
short answers), while struggling with reasoning
step by step and considering all possibilities of un-
mentioned conditions for conditional answers.

LLMs struggle more with conditional reasoning
requiring optimization. We further examine the
performance of different question types to under-

stand the impacts of reasoning complexity on final
performance. As shown in the top half of Table 2,
under the multi-document setting, across all mod-
els, the average short answer accuracy is 46.1% for
Q3, 66.0% for Q1, and 80.4% for Q2; the aver-
age conditional answer F1 is 7.84% for Q3, 14.9%
for Q1, and 77.2% for Q2. These numbers show
that questions (e.g., Q3) that require exploring con-
dition groups from multiple documents jointly to
detect the optimal one are more difficult compared
to questions (e.g., Q1) that only require reason-
ing over documents independently. However, we
observe Q2 performs better than Q1, although it
involves reasoning with conditions over multiple
documents. This is potentially because the model
might be able to answer Q2 through some shortcut
signals, so the question is somehow simplified. For
example, an unsatisfied critical condition or a pair
of conflicting conditions make it impossible to ob-
tain all benefits. In this case, the model may not do
reasoning step by step and consider all possibilities
of unmentioned conditions as we expected.

In general, more documents increase context
length, which increases the difficulty. As seen
in Table 2, across all models, performance drops
significantly for both Q1 and Q3, on average 5.9%
and 32.9% for short answer accuracy and 23.1%
and 31.7% for conditional answer F1, respectively,
going from the single-document setting to the
multi-document setting. As mentioned in Section
4.1, comparing the single-document and the multi-
document datasets, the same questions and similar
user scenarios were used; the number of documents
is the primary difference. Thus, the lowered perfor-
mance suggests that longer contexts due to more
documents indeed increase the difficulty. How-



ever, for Q2, both short answer accuracy and con-
ditional answer F1 increase. As explained in the
last paragraph, identifying any unsatisfied critical
conditions or conflicting conditions may simplify
the process of answering Q2. The multi-document
setting may increase the chance that these shortcuts
appear.

4.3 Analysis on Condition Understanding
As mentioned in Section 1, correctly understanding
conditions and condition relationships are critical
to solve MDCR. Therefore, in this section, we ana-
lyze the performance by examining the impact of
models’ understanding of conditions. In terms of
condition understanding, models need to be able to
a⃝ perform condition extraction (i.e., identifying

the eligibility conditions mentioned in the docu-
ment and their AND/OR relationships) b⃝ identify
the satisfiability of conditions according to user sce-
narios c⃝ identify the relationships of conditions
across documents. We added the gold information
of a⃝, b⃝, and c⃝ to the baseline method to examine
their impact on LLMs’ performance. Results are
reported in columns 2-5 in Table 1.

Providing gold information of each understand-
ing component significantly increases LLM’s
performance. By comparing columns 2-4 in Ta-
ble 1 with the baseline performance in column 1,
we observe that across all models and prompt strate-
gies, models perform 4.96% and 4.67% better with
a⃝ and 3.02% and 2.93% better with b⃝ on short

answer accuracy and conditional answer F1, re-
spectively. These results demonstrate that models
can effectively leverage these hints to help with
reasoning but potentially illustrate the limited un-
derstanding capabilities of LLMs due to the poor
baseline performance. While providing c⃝ con-
dition relationships leads to an average of 3.77%
higher accuracy for short answers, the average con-
ditional answer F1 remains the same. From error
analysis, we observe that models understand the
given hints but have limited reasoning ability to
use them correctly. More details are provided in
Appendix B.1.

Providing gold information of all understanding
components achieves the highest, but not perfect,
performance. Comparing the last column of Ta-
ble 1 and columns 1-4 shows that, across all models
and prompt strategies, models achieve the best per-
formance when hints from all understanding com-
ponents are provided, having an average increase of

11.5% and 9.93% for short and conditional answers
compared to the baseline. These results demon-
strate that models can effectively combine hints
of multiple types. However, the imperfect scores
suggest limited reasoning capabilities.

5 Error analysis

Section 4 describes the challenges in MDCR intro-
duced in Section 1, including longer context and
reasoning complexity of different types of ques-
tions, and hints at models’ limited capabilities of
performing this task. In this section, we perform
a detailed error analysis to better understand the
error sources. To achieve it, we randomly sam-
pled 100 questions from the two best-performing
models (GPT-4o 0-shot and Llama3-70B-Instruct
1-shot). Categorized error types are listed in Table
3. Overall, we find that the total error rate is much
lower when gold information about conditions is
provided. This aligns with our observation in Table
1 that models can leverage hints to help this task. In
the rest of this section, we will focus on the errors
happening when running the baseline without gold
information provided.

5.1 Short answers analysis

As seen in the top half of Table 3, models made
three major mistakes on short answers. Firstly, they
tend to overreact to negative signals. We observe
that in many cases, although there are descriptions
of unsatisfied conditions for only some documents
in the user scenario, models conclude that users are
not eligible for any benefits immediately. In user
scenarios, descriptions of negative signals usually
start with words such as “However” or “I am not”.
We observe that models can be misled by such spe-
cific wordings and fail to logically reason about the
actual satisfiability of conditions (e.g., conditions
that are satisfied) to generate correct outputs.

Secondly, models can make a wrong associa-
tion to negative signals and conclude that users
are eligible for fewer benefits than actually attain-
able. Specifically, models could misinterpret the
satisfiability of a user fact. For instance, given the
user scenario “my research is in the field of Com-
puter Science”, GPT-4o concluded that the user
did not satisfy the condition “declare a Biochem-
istry and/or Molecular Biology major, or related
discipline” and thus the user is ineligible for this
scholarship. Yet, the user fact and the condition are
not contradictory, and probably indicate a wrong



Error types % (Baseline) % (gold) Setting Correct answers Predictions

Short answer

Over-reaction to negative signals 22 0

Number of documents: 2
Condition satisfiability: False conditions for

some benefits only (and otherwise True)
Have conflicting conditions: Yes

Eligible for at least one benefit Eligible for no benefit

Incorrect association to negative signals 31 7
Number of documents: 2

Condition satisfiability: all True
Have conflicting conditions: No

Eligible for at most 2 benefits Eligible for at most 1 benefit

Incorrectly handling conflicting
relationships or signals

47 22
Number of documents: 2

Condition satisfiability: some False
Have conflicting conditions: Yes

Eligible for at most 1 benefit Eligible for at most 2 benefits

Conditional answer

Incompleteness 62 38 doc19-c13 is unmentioned in scenario [[doc19-c11, doc19-c12, doc19-c10, doc19-c13]] [[doc19-c11, doc19-c12, doc19-c10]]
Redundancies 27 9 doc12-c3 is satisfied [[doc12-c1]] [[doc12-c1, doc12-c3]]

Include conditions from ineligible benefits 30 31 User is only eligible for documents 5 and 12 [[doc5-c34], [doc12-c1]] [[doc5-c34], [doc12-c1], [doc19-c9]]
Merge condition groups 6 7 doc19-c10 conflicts with doc5-c34 [[doc5-c34, doc5-c35], [doc19-c10, doc19-c11]] [[doc5-c34, doc5-c35, doc19-c10, doc19-c11]]
Split condition groups 12 15 User is eligible for both document 2 and 7 [[doc2-c16, doc7-c1, doc7-c2]] [[doc2-c16], [doc7-c1, doc7-c2]]

Include irrelevant conditions 5 0 doc13-c16 is not an eligibility condition [[doc13-c9]] [[doc13-c9, doc13-c16]]

Table 3: Common error types for GPT-4o 0-shot and Llama-70B 1-shot, showing limited understanding and
reasoning abilities. Providing gold information significantly reduces the overall error rate.

association produced by the model.
Finally, models can fail to leverage conflicting

relationships or make a wrong association to con-
flicting signals and conclude that users are eligible
for more benefits. For instance, given the user
scenario “I have a Bachelor’s degree in Civil En-
gineering”, GPT-4o concluded that the user could
potentially satisfy the condition “You are an under-
graduate student ... with a major in Environmental
Studies ...” (denoted as ca) and included it in the
conditional answer. However, the conclusion made
by GPT-4o actually contradicts the user fact (once
one has a Bachelor’s degree, they are no longer
an undergraduate student.). Models can also fail
to identify conflicts. For the same example above,
GPT-4o was unable to identify that ca conflicts
with the condition “Bachelor’s degree (or higher)
in Civil, Mechanical, or Architectural Engineering
...” either. Due to both misinterpretations, models
concluded that the user was eligible for an intern-
ship when they were ineligible.

These behaviors suggest that models struggle to
understand condition satisfiability and relationships
and incorporate them to reason logically.

5.2 Conditional answers analysis

As seen in the bottom half of Table 3, models made
three major mistakes on producing conditional an-
swers. First, conditional answers can be incom-
plete, meaning that models miss some unmentioned
conditions that are critical to support the short an-
swer in the output. Since the error rate decreases
after gold information of a⃝ and b⃝ is provided, we
think this error happens probably because models,
initially, failed to recognize eligibility conditions
from documents or conditions whose satisfiability
is not implied by user scenarios. It implies that
understanding document conditions and condition

satisfiability based on user scenarios remains chal-
lenging for models.

Secondly, outputs can be redundant as models
repeat conditions that are already mentioned or sat-
isfied according to user scenarios. It suggests that
models may have difficulty in identifying exactly
which conditions have been satisfied and which
have not been satisfied.

Lastly, models can include conditions from in-
eligible documents, which suggests their limited
capability to ensure logical consistency between
short and conditional answers in the outputs.

Overall, the error analysis highlights that ex-
tracting document conditions and understand-
ing condition satisfiability based on user scenar-
ios considering condition relationship are big
challenges for models to solve MDCR. Models
also often fail to perform solid logical reasoning
and ensure logical consistency in the outputs.

6 Conclusion

Conditional reasoning is crucial in many domains,
such as scholarships, job applications, and gov-
ernment benefits. It involves understanding the
eligibility conditions and determining optimal out-
comes based on users’ satisfiability of conditions.
However, existing works focus only on such rea-
soning over single documents, neglecting situations
where users want to search for optimized outcomes
that span through multiple documents. In this pa-
per, we introduced MDCR to address this gap and
benchmarked recent large language models on this
dataset. As evidenced by the results, the multi-
document setting brings significant challenges to
models and suggests their limited understanding
and reasoning capabilities. We hope this serves
as the foundation for future work that examines
complex conditional reasoning.



7 Ethics

We recruited six graduate volunteers to perform
the annotations. They were given an onboarding
process to familiarize themselves with the tasks
and were also invited to a group chat to discuss any
unclear examples. Because this dataset involves
only factual annotations, no subjective opinions or
personal information were collected, and thus, it
should pose minimal risks to annotators and the
general public. We ensure fair compensation for
each volunteer, considering the minimum salary
of the region these volunteers are in. Our institu-
tion’s ethical committee reviews this work and has
determined it to be exempt. We abide by the poli-
cies required by the institution throughout the data
collection process.

8 Limitations

This work mainly focuses on domains of scholar-
ship and job applications, and explores models’ per-
formance of answering typical questions in these
domains that require reasoning over multiple doc-
uments. Though we believe it is a good test bed
for models’ conditional reasoning capability, there
are more domains and possible questions available
in reality. We believe extending the domains of
documents and types of questions can be a promis-
ing future work to continue the exploration of this
direction. Furthermore, as described in Section 1,
understanding condition relationships across doc-
uments is critical for answering multi-document
questions. However, this may require beyond com-
monsense knowledge. For example, eligibility con-
ditions might include requirements on citizenship,
and some countries allow dual citizenship while
others do not. In this work, we did not dive deep
into exploring whether the model may have such
knowledge, and how much it would influence a
model’s reasoning capability. We think investigat-
ing models’ conditional reasoning capability with
external knowledge would also be an interesting
future work.
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A Datasets

A.1 Human annotations

We provide more details for the process of anno-
tating documents. As described in Section 3.2, for
each document, we have three annotation tasks: (1)
extracting conditions from documents, (2) identi-
fying AND/OR relationships of conditions within
a document, and (3) labeling the relationship be-
tween conditions across documents.

Specifically, human annotators were asked to
identify the eligibility conditions that must be sat-
isfied (we ignore conditions that are not strictly
required such as “preferred qualifications”) as well
as the boolean relationships (AND/OR) of these con-
ditions. Some sentences in the HTML documents
might include multiple conditions and if these con-
ditions are separated by punctuations (e.g., period)
or conjunctions (e.g., words and/or), annotators fur-
ther splitted them into self-contained conditions
and provided a mapping between the HTML sen-
tence and the extracted conditions. The above an-
notations give us a boolean expression over the
document’s conditions.

After each document’s conditions were ex-
tracted, the relationship for each pair of conditions
was labeled as conflicting (one condition being
True means the other is False), equivalent (the two
conditions have the same satisfiability status), or
inclusive (the subset condition being True means
the superset condition is True and the superset con-
dition is False means the subset condition is False).

A.2 Scenario generation

We provide more details on how to prevent over-
generating simple scenarios. Since the goal of
MDCR is to investigate models’ abilities to reason
with condition relationships and unmentioned con-
ditions, having too many simple questions whose
solving processes do not require such capabilities
defeats the purpose of our dataset. To achieve this,
we assigned two sets of values for the same set
of sampled conditions: one to be all True and the
other to True/False = 0.8/0.2. These strategies de-
crease the chance that unsatisfied critical conditions
appear, so models are less likely to be able to con-
clude answers directly from condition satisfiability
implied from user scenarios and thus will have to
further leverage condition relationships during rea-
soning. In addition, because critical conditions are
more likely to be satisfied, short answers are more
likely to be positive and include non-empty condi-

tional answers, which require capabilities to reason
with unmentioned conditions.

A.3 Gold answer generation

We provide more details for generating gold an-
swers. Once outputs were obtained by running
symbolic solvers of the joint boolean expression
(discussed in Section 3.4), we performed post-
processing on these outputs to (1) remove condi-
tional answers that involve conflicting conditions
(and adjust the short answer accordingly) and (2)
simplify conditional answers to keep one of the two
equivalent conditions and the subset condition of
an inclusive relationship. We ran the above process
once to solve Q2 (all), once for each document to
solve Q1 (at least one), and once for all possible
document combinations to obtain the optimal com-
bination to solve Q3. As discussed in Section 3.2,
a mapping exists from the HTML sentences to the
conditions. Therefore, as a final step, we map the
conditions back to the HTML sentences to obtain
the final gold answer.

A.4 Annotation interfaces

We show the interfaces annotators use for extract-
ing conditions (Figure 3), labeling boolean relation-
ships of relationships within a document (Figure 4),
labeling condition relationships across documents
(Figure 5), and verifying LLM-generated scenarios
(Figure 6).

B Performance explanation

B.1 Conditional answer analysis

Table 1 shows that, generally, providing more gold
information as hints in the prompts significantly
helps models derive the correct conditional answers.
However, providing c⃝ condition relationships does
not increase performance. Table 4 summarizes
the error sources. As described in Section 2.2, a
conditional answer can include multiple groups
of unmentioned conditions. A condition group
must be complete in order to validate the short
answer. However, as shown in table 4, models tend
to remove conditions mentioned in the relationships
after explicitly receiving this information and add
irrelevant conditions.

First, given condition relationships r, models
naively remove conditions mentioned in r across
different condition groups, failing to realize that
such removal is unnecessary because the condi-
tions are in different groups and the new condition



Figure 3: Interface for condition extraction.

Figure 4: Interface for identifying mapping and boolean relationships.

Error types Relationships Predicted (Baseline) Predicted (With cond relationships) Correct

Remove conditions
across condition groups

doc16-c6 conflicts doc19-c0 [(doc16-c6, doc16-c7, doc16-c9),
(doc19-c0)]

[(doc16-c5, doc16-c7, doc16-c8, doc16-c9),
(doc19-c0)]

[(doc16-c6, doc16-c9, doc16-c10),
(doc19-c0)]

Remove conflicting conditions
within condition groups

doc6-c6 conflicts doc15-c5 [(doc6-c6, doc6-c7,
doc15-c5, doc15-c10)]

[(doc6-c8),
(doc15-c7, doc15-c9, doc15-c10)]

[(doc6-c6, doc6-c7),
(doc15-c5, doc15-c7, doc15-c10)]

Table 4: Although models understand the given gold information, leveraging provided condition relationships to
perform reasoning to obtain correct conditional answers remains challenging.



Figure 5: Interface for labeling condition relationships.

Figure 6: Interface for scenario verification.



groups after removal are no longer sufficient to sup-
port the short answer. The second case is where
models naively remove conditions mentioned in r
within the condition groups. Models initially fail
to recognize the conflicts between benefits, think-
ing the user is eligible for all, and thus combine
unmentioned conditions from all documents in the
same group. Given the conflict information, the
model can realize the conflicts and correctly the
single condition group into multiple groups with-
out conflicts. However, models fail to realize that
some conditions in r are critical to making new
condition groups complete and thus decide not to
add the corresponding conditions. This, again, re-
sembles similar issues from case 1, and the new
condition groups are still insufficient to support the
short answer.

The above behaviors suggest that while models
can understand the provided condition relationships
and use them in deriving conditional answers to
some extent, performing correct reasoning is still a
hurdle.

C Implementation details

We used both open-source and commercial lan-
guage models for benchmarking. The open-source
models were loaded from PyTorch and Hugging-
face, including Llama-3-70B-Instruct 6, Llama-3-
8B-Instruct 7, and Gemma-1.1-7B-Instruct 8. Infer-
ence using local models was performed on a cluster
of 8 V100 GPUs. The commercial model is GPT-
4o, and inference using this model was performed
using API calls.

D Prompts

Prompts for scenario generation and benchmarking
used in our experiments are included in Table 5-8.

6https://huggingface.co/meta-llama/Meta-Llama-3-70B-
Instruct

7https://huggingface.co/meta-llama/Meta-Llama-3-8B-
Instruct

8https://huggingface.co/google/gemma-1.1-7b-it



You are given several eligibility conditions and values. Your task is to write a factual one-paragraph description from a first-person
narrative for a user. The description should just be a summary of conditions that the user satisfies/ does not satisfy according to
values given. If a condition can be satisfied several ways, please be concrete and pick only one way to include in your scenario.
Do not include information not mentioned in the conditions. Do not mention anything other than these conditions. Do not include
"I am eligible to apply" or "I am not eligible to apply". Please also ensure your generated summary is self-consistent and logical.

Conditions:
1. value: True, condition: Have, or expect to have, a higher degree (e.g., MSc or MPhil degree) by September 2024.
2. value: True, condition: Gain First-Class Honours or equivalent qualifications by July 2024
3. value: True, condition: <li>Applications must be on behalf of full-time students currently pursuing a PhD at an accredited
university in the United States.</li>
4. value: True, condition: <li>Students’ research must be relevant to one of the disciplines listed below:</li> <li><b>Computer
Science</b> - Topics of interest include: machine learning & artificial intelligence, deep learning, reinforcement learning, natural
language processing, computer vision, robotics, computational biology</li>
Scenario: I am currently a full-time student pursuing a PhD at an accredited university in the United States. My research is in
the field of Computer Science, specifically focusing on machine learning and artificial intelligence. I have achieved First-Class
Honours and I have a MSc degree.

Conditions:
1. value: False, condition: <li>GPA of 3.0 or higher</li>
2. value: False, condition: <li>US Citizen</li>
3. value: False, condition: Exceptional student members entering the Fall Semester of their Senior Year
4. value: False, condition: Citizens of the Republic of the Marshall Islands, Federated States of Micronesia and the Republic of
Palau are also eligible to apply
5. value: True, condition: <li>Must apply for federal financial aid for the 2024-2025 academic year using the Free Application
for the Federal Student Aid (FASFA) by early April 2024</li>
Scenario: During preparation for the academic year 2024-2025, I have taken the initiative to apply for federal financial aid by
sending my Free Application for the Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) at March 2024. My current standing of GPA is 2.7 and I do
not hold the citizenship of the United States. Additionally, I am entering the Fall Semester of my Junior Year and neither do I
carry the citizenship of the Republic of the Marshall Islands, Federated States of Micronesia, or the Republic of Palau.

Conditions:...
Scenario:

Table 5: Prompt for scenario generation using GPT-4.



1-shot

You are provided with information about several documents, including their titles, outcomes, and eligibility conditions of these outcomes. You are also given an
user scenario, and an user question. The user scenario may not mention all eligibility conditions stated in the documents. Satisfiability status is undetermined for
conditions not explicitly mentioned in the user scenario. Therefore, you should not determine that the user is ineligible for an outcome simply because of unmentioned
conditions. Your task is to output a short answer to the user question based on the user scenario and lists of conditions mentioned in the documents but not explicitly
mentioned in the user scenario or question that need to be True for your answer to hold. You should output all possible lists of unmentioned conditions that can make
the answer hold. If your answer holds regardless of the satisfiability of other unmentioned/ undetermined conditions, you should output your answer and an empty list
([]). You should simplify the list of conditions returned in the output by considering equivalent conditions and inclusive conditions. Two conditions are equivalent if
one being True/False implies the other being True/False. Condition A includes condition B if B is a subset of A. If a pair of equivalent conditions need to be True
for your answer to hold, you should simplify your answer and only keep one of the two conditions. In the case of inclusive conditions, you should only keep the
condition representing the subset. To arrive at the final answer, you should also identify the eligibility conditions from the given documents, check whether these
conditions are satisfied based on the user scenario, and consider the effects of conflicting conditions across outcomes. A pair of conflicting conditions means these
conditions cannot be simultaneously True; if one condition is True, the other is False, and vice versa. Unsatisfied or conflicting conditions do not necessarily imply
that the user is ineligible for all given outcomes. You should output your final answer to the user question after a new line, and the output should consist of both a
short answer (it can only be yes or no or a number) and a nested list (e.g., [["doc0-c1", "doc0-c2"], ["doc5-c2"]]) of conditions (please use the syntax of bracket and
comma to represent lists). In the nested list of conditions, if all conditions in any sublist are True, then the final answer holds. In other words, each sublist is a
conjunction of conditions, and the nested list is a disjunction of the sublists. Each condition should be represented as the concatenation of the doc index and the
sentence index wrapped in double quotes (e.g., "doc0-c1"). The answer should be wrapped within the <ans></ans> tags, and the conditions should be wrapped within
<cond></cond> tags (e.g., <cond>\n[["doc0-c1", "doc0-c2"], ["doc5-c2"]]\n</cond>). When you complete, output <FIN></FIN> tags.

Here is an example.
doc8: APIA SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
"c0":<h4>ABOUT THE APIA SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM</h4>
"c1":<p>The APIA Scholarship is our largest scholarship program, open to AANHPI undergraduate students attending any U.S. accredited university or college.
Scholarship amounts range from 2, 500one− yearawardsto20,000 multi-year awards. APIA Scholars has a special focus on supporting AANHPI students who
live at or below the poverty line; are in the first generation of their family to attend college; are representative of the APIA community’s diversity, (geographically and
ethnically), especially those ethnicities that have been underrepresented on college campuses due to limited access and opportunity. Strong applicants would also
have an emphasis on community service and leadership.</p>
"c2":<h4>APIA SCHOLARS MINIMUM ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR 2024-2025 ACADEMIC YEAR:</h4>
"c3":<li>Be able to describe your ethnicity, heritage, or ancestry in relation to the countries, territories, or lands in Asia or the Pacific Islands</li>
"c4":<li>Be a citizen, national, or legal permanent resident of the United States. Citizens of the Republic of the Marshall Islands, Federated States of Micronesia and
the Republic of Palau are also eligible to apply</li>
"c5":<li>Be enrolling or continuing as a degree-seeking undergraduate student in a U.S. accredited college or university in Fall 2024</li>
"c6":<li>Have a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.7 on a 4.0 scale (unweighted), or equivalent, or have earned a GED</li>
"c7":<li>Must apply for federal financial aid for the 2024-2025 academic year using the Free Application for the Federal Student Aid (FASFA) by early April
2024</li>

doc17: Microsoft Women Scholarship
"c0":<h2>Scholarship Award</h2>
"c1":<p>Seven one-time awards of $5,000.</p>
"c2":<h3><strong>Requirements</strong></h3>
"c3":<p>Applicants to the Women at Microsoft scholarship must:</p>
"c4":<li>Be a graduating high school senior</li>
"c5":<li>Self-identify as a woman*</li>
"c6":<li>Plan to enroll in full-time in a tech, engineering, math, or computer science related undergraduate study at an accredited two- or four-year college, university,
or vocational-technical school, in the United States, for the entire upcoming academic year.**</li>
"c7":<li>Have a minimum grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale or its equivalent</li>
"c8":<p>Employees and children of employees of Microsoft are ineligible.
"c9":*Non-binary people, those who are gender fluid, and women of transgender experience are encouraged to apply.
"c10":**International applicants are welcome to apply if they will attend school in the US.</p>

Scenario: I have earned a GED and have maintained a minimum grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale. I have not previously received a 9-month fellowship. As a
non-binary individual, I am encouraged to apply for this opportunity.
Question: What is the maximum number of scholarship(s) I can receive out of the following scholarship(s): APIA SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM, Microsoft Women
Scholarship?
Answer:
<ans>2</ans>
<cond>
[["doc17-c4", "doc17-c6", "doc17-c8", "doc8-c3", "doc8-c4", "doc8-c7"] ]
</cond>
<FIN></FIN>

Here is the user input.
<documents>

Scenario: ...
Question: What is the maximum number of scholarship(s) I can receive out of the following scholarship(s): ...?
Answer:

Table 6: 1-shot prompt for benchmarking baseline performance.



0-shot

You are provided with information about several documents, //

Here is the user input.
<documents>

Scenario: ...
Question: What is the maximum number of scholarship(s) I can receive out of the following scholarship(s): ...?
Answer:

1-shot chain-of-thoughts
You are provided with information about several documents, //

Here is an example.
doc8: APIA SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM //

doc17: Microsoft Women Scholarship //

Scenario: //
Question: //
Answer: //

Here is the user input.
<documents>

Scenario: ...
Question: What is the maximum number of scholarship(s) I can receive out of the following scholarship(s): ...?
The answer should be wrapped within the <ans></ans> tags, and the conditions should be wrapped within <cond></cond> tags (e.g., <cond>\n[["doc0-c1",
"doc0-c2"], ["doc5-c2"]]\n</cond>). When you complete, output <FIN></FIN> tags. Let’s think step by step.

Table 7: 0-shot and 1-shot w/ CoT prompt for benchmarking base performance. // means the texts are the same as in
Table 6.



With a⃝ document conditions

You are provided with information about several documents, //

Here is an example.
doc8: APIA SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
"c3":<li>Be able to describe your ethnicity, heritage, or ancestry in relation to the countries, territories, or lands in Asia or the Pacific Islands</li>
"c4":<li>Be a citizen, national, or legal permanent resident of the United States. Citizens of the Republic of the Marshall Islands, Federated States of Micronesia and
the Republic of Palau are also eligible to apply</li>
"c5":<li>Be enrolling or continuing as a degree-seeking undergraduate student in a U.S. accredited college or university in Fall 2024</li>
"c6":<li>Have a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.7 on a 4.0 scale (unweighted), or equivalent, or have earned a GED</li>
"c7":<li>Must apply for federal financial aid for the 2024-2025 academic year using the Free Application for the Federal Student Aid (FASFA) by early April
2024</li>

doc17: Microsoft Women Scholarship
"c4":<li>Be a graduating high school senior</li>
"c5":<li>Self-identify as a woman*</li>
"c6":<li>Plan to enroll in full-time in a tech, engineering, math, or computer science related undergraduate study at an accredited two- or four-year college, university,
or vocational-technical school, in the United States, for the entire upcoming academic year.**</li>
"c7":<li>Have a minimum grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale or its equivalent</li>
"c8":<p>Employees and children of employees of Microsoft are ineligible.
"c9":*Non-binary people, those who are gender fluid, and women of transgender experience are encouraged to apply.

Scenario: //
Question: //
Answer: //

Here is the user input.
<documents with relevant conditions only>

Scenario: ...
Question: What is the maximum number of scholarship(s) I can receive out of the following scholarship(s): ...?
Answer:

With b⃝ condition satisfiability

You are provided with information about several documents, including their titles, outcomes, and eligibility conditions of these outcomes. You are also given an user
scenario, satisfiability of some conditions that can be clearly determined based on the user scenario, and an user question. //

Here is an example.
doc8: APIA SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM //

doc17: Microsoft Women Scholarship //

Scenario: //
Condition satisfiability: doc8-c6 is satisfied. doc17-c7 is satisfied. doc17-c9 is satisfied.
Question: //
Answer: //

Here is the user input.
<documents>

Scenario: ...
Condition satisfiability: ...
Question: What is the maximum number of scholarship(s) I can receive out of the following scholarship(s): ...?
Answer:

With c⃝ condition relationships

You are provided with information about several documents, including their titles, outcomes, and eligibility conditions of these outcomes. You are also given an user
scenario, relationships of conditions across documents, and an user question. //

Here is an example.
doc8: APIA SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM //

doc17: Microsoft Women Scholarship //

Scenario: //
Condition relationships: doc8-c5 includes doc17-c6.
Question: //
Answer: //

Here is the user input.
<documents>

Scenario: ...
Condition relationships: ...
Question: What is the maximum number of scholarship(s) I can receive out of the following scholarship(s): ...?

With a⃝ + b⃝ + c⃝

A combination of the three prompts above.

Table 8: Prompts for benchmarking performance when gold information is provided. // means the texts are the same
as in Table 6.
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